African Ministers
Meeting resolved
· To make provision for operational, maintenance
·

·
·
·
·

and upgrade costs associated with the respective
AVN observatories.
To commit themselves to mobilising additional
funding for the capital expenditure required
for the infrastructure to realise the AVN
observatories.
To make available the land where needed for the
AVN project.
To intensify Human Capital Development.
To develop a governance framework for radio
astronomy initiatives on the continent, in
particular for SKA and AVN.
To work towards and sign a formal multilateral
agreement.

Progress update
· The initial focus is the telescope conversion

·

·

project at the Kutunse site in Ghana, which includes
significant technology and knowledge transfer. “We
need to make sure that the first instrument works
and works well.
With this in mind, the first operational AVN
interferometer is likely to be SA-Ghana,” says Anita
Loots, Associate Director: SKA SA (Africa and
Special Projects). “The Kutunse telescope should
be fully functional (as a VLBI-capable system) by
March 2017,” she adds.
In Zambia, feasibility studies for converting the
antenna at Mwembeshi are progressing well. The
Madagascar and Kenya conversion projects are
expected to follow soon after.

· Mauritius is unlocking their own funds for specific
·
·
·

initiatives and is investing in a bursary programme
and a small interferometer.
Botswana is making funds available for activities in
data processing and high performance computing.
Namibia and Botswana are initiating site selection
for newbuild observatories.
Mozambique is re-focusing on significant human
capital development interventions.

AFRICAN VLBI NETWORK

Securing funding
· The Leverhulme-Royal Society Trust and Newton

·

Japie Ludick, a member of the African VLBI team working at the
Kutunse site in Ghana with members of the Ghana team.

Fund in the UK are co-funding extensive human
capital development programmes in SKA partner
countries.
In Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Namibia and Zambia,
these programmes are making good progress.

Big data
requirements
· The European Union has committed itself to high

·

AVN

Encoder mounting
structure installation
on site.

Training taking place in the boardroom at
the Kutunse site.

performance computing (HPC) as a strategic
resource of both AVN and SKA. The big data
programme will see the establishment of highperformance computing facilities in African partner
countries.
Big data is the ability to process and analyse huge
quantities of data in real time. Skills to exploit big
data sets are important for the SKA SA. These skills
will have to be developed in each of the nine AVN
partner countries.

Potential site for conversion
in Zambia.

Construction underway at the Kutunse instrument.

Ghana preparation – checking mirror alignment, replace feed cover and
clips, pintel bearing limit switches, refurbish brakes.

Ghana replacing shock absorbers,
stow pin brackets, stow pins, limit
switches.

A rigger on the structure of the
Kutunse instrument during the
preparation for quad leg
replacement.

Ghana removal of damaged reflector panels
for repairs.

What is
the AVN?
1
2

3
4

A network of VLBI-capable radio
telescopes on the African continent,
which will strengthen the science
that the international VLBI community
can do.
A project to develop the skills,
regulations and institutional capacity
needed in SKA partner countries to
optimise African participation in SKA
Phase 2 and enable participation
in SKA pathfinder technology
development and science.
Skills and knowledge transfer
in African partner countries to
build, maintain and operate radio
telescopes.
A mechanism through which to bring
new science opportunities to Africa
on a relatively short time scale and
develop strong radio astronomy
science communities.

Ghana
·
·
·
·

A vital part of the effort towards
building the SKA on the African continent
in the next decade is the African
Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) Network (AVN). The SKA AVN
partners of South Africa are: Botswana,
Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius,
Mozambique, Namibia and Zambia.

The Ghanaian team is working closely with its SKA counterparts on the ongoing conversion of the 32 m
telecommunication antenna at Kutunse. This high intensity engineering programme will realise a telescope
system which will be used for a maser monitoring programme during single dish observing.
The telescope has started early science commissioning and characterisation. Full functionality is expected
towards 2017.
A seven-member Ghanaian team has undergone training in South Africa and have been trained in all aspects of
the project. Operators are being trained.
Several PhD students and one MSc student have received SKA SA bursaries to pursue further education
in various fields of astronomy and engineering while the Royal Society has awarded funding in collaboration
with Leeds University to train two PhDs and 60 young aspiring scientists in the field of astrophysics.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Zambia
·

·
·

Designed to do
groundbreaking
science
The Square Kilometre Array SA is
currently designing and constructing the
MeerKAT radio telescope in the Karoo
region of the Northern Cape. MeerKAT
is a world-class radio telescope and is
designed to do groundbreaking science.
Via MeerKAT, South Africa is playing a
leading role in the design and technology
developments of the SKA project. In
collaboration with South African industry
and universities and collaborating with
leading global institutions, the South
African team has developed innovative
technologies in areas such as antenna
engineering and signal processing
hardware and algorithms.

Mauritius

A technical team from the SKA office
visited Zambia to undertake a
feasibility study to assess the
suitability of the 29.6 metre dish at
Mwembeshi for conversion to carry
out VLBI research.
Zambia has appointed the National
Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) as the
coordinators for SKA/AVN activities
in Zambia.
The Conversion project to establish
the Mwembeshi telescope is planned
to start in early 2017.

Country
outcomes
to date

The country is setting up an instrument hosting arrangement for an
ionospheric scintillator between the University of Mauritius and the South
African National Space Agency.
Data on the ionosphere will be useful for imaging using AVN and SKA data.
The CALLISTO instrument for solar observations has been up and running for
nearly 5 years.
A new solar instrument for producing solar data will be installed soon through
the establishment of a MoU between the University of Mauritius and the
University of Reunion.
Mauritius is a popular venue for Joint Exchange Development Initiatives (JEDI)
and regularly host international scientists for these workshops.
Funding has been secured for the Teaching Interferometer for Galactic Radio
Emission project (TIGRE).
Mauritius is waiting for a critical number of students (around 15) to start their
MSc’s in Astrophysics with Radio Astronomy and Applications. · The country is
now ready to supervise PhDs in Astrophysics and this too is open to students
from the continent.

Madagascar
·

·

Botswana
·
·
·

Botwana appointed the Botswana International University of Science
and Technology (BIUST) as the custodian of a newly established
Astrophysics training laboratory and 2-dish interferometer for
training in radio astronomy instrumentation and techniques.
Several discussions have taken place with the Ministry of Research,
Science and Technology and efforts to identify a site for an AVN newbuild telescope are underway.
Governance and technical committees have been established to
ensure progress towards SKA readiness.

The Minister of Higher Education and
Scientific Research of Madagascar
said that Astrophysics is a relatively
new field of study within the country. It
is working hard to build competency in
the field of Radio Astronomy. The
Faculty of Science at the University of
Antananarivo has since 2014 offered a
MSc programme in Astrophysics, in
order to build the necessary capability
in the specialised field of signal
treatment.
To date, 13 Madagascan students have
studied for MSc or PhD degrees on SKA
SA bursaries.

Kenya
·
·

Kenya is negotiating the use of the
Longonot telecommunication station for
radio astronomy.
The Newton Fund training programme in
Kenya is under way.

Mozambique
·

·

An agreement was reached at countryto-country bilateral level to establish
an Astrophysics training laboratory
and 2-dish training interferometer at
the Eduardo Mondlane University in
Maputo and support the University
with curriculum development for
Astrophysics.
A ring-fenced bursary allocation will
facilitate the establishment of a radio
astronomy community to ensure SKA
readiness.

Namibia
·

·
·

The Namibian Government has
prioritised space science. In this regard
the National Commission on Research,
Science and Technology (NCRST) has
established a Space Science Council
to give strategic direction to selected
interventions.
The Newton Fund training programme
has kicked off in Namibia.
Discussions with stakeholders to agree
on the AVN new-build programme and
identify potential sites are underway.

